Letter from the Inventor
Welcome to the wonderful world of EnviroMagnetics money-saving, pollution reducing
technology!
I thought as the inventor, a few words of explanation might be in order. Years ago, I
was intrigued to learn that magnetism could make hard water soft. I searched and
located a few systems in the US and Europe, but they didn’t work very well and couldn’t
provide guaranteed results.

Believing the technology could be improved, I undertook research at the University of
California and learned that magnetism can also reduce fuel costs and air pollution by
increasing combustion efficiency; however again, no effective systems had been
produced yet.

Breakthrough Discovery
Impassioned by the concept that a good working technology would save everyone money
and reduce pollution, I continued my research and experimentation until one day several
years later, I broke through to an understanding of what the magnetism was doing to
fuel and water and how to make a really workable technology. After that I proceeded to
invent the Monopolar Breakthrough Discovery:

The First Powerful, Easy-to-Install
Magnetic Technology
The Monopolar Clamp-on Flux Driver technology was a discovery that created the most
powerful field in a design that would get the required energy through steel pipe, the
greatest problem in creating an easy to install guaranteed system. Upon testing, the
system completely softened hard water without chemicals or energy and reduced fuel
costs and air pollution. Later on, I observed how pool water could be made better and
safer with less chlorine and how crop yields increased dramatically with energized water
and specifically designed irrigation systems.

Savings Millions Daily
Through the years, consumer and commercial Monopolar
Systems have been installed in over 100 countries saving
millions in fuel and water costs while increasing yields
and profits in agriculture.

New More Powerful System - Saves More
Now, many years later and millions in R&D, I’ve been able to design the second
generation, more powerful EnviroMagnetics Monopolar technology. The increased power
provides better savings, greater pollution reduction, and higher increases in plant/crop
growth with less water; all of which is easier to apply in most applications.

Saved $2200 on Fuel Oil
We have a small country home and the oil company says we
are saving an average of over 600 gallons a year to heat our
home with the EnviroMagnetics Fuel Oil Super Saver and we
keep it warm; that’s a lot of savings and believe me, I really
appreciate it.
Our clients using the Fuel Oil Super Saver report savings of 25-30% on new furnaces and
higher on older furnaces often showing an ROI sometimes in less than 2 weeks.

Gasoline Fuel Savings
For years our systems provided 15%-25% savings for gasoline powered vehicles. The
effect of increasing combustion efficiency works on all hydrocarbon fuels so long as the
application is made correctly. Unfortunately as the cars developed more and more
plumbing and apparatus on their engines, it finally because impossible to install the
system without a lot of expense. So we have discontinued the gasoline systems for cars
and trucks, but still continue to make them for motorcycles as they are easy to put on.
Increased combustion efficiency provides more power from less fuel and many
motorcyclists through the years have reported an average of 25% savings and enjoy the

longer distance between fill-ups. Since it increases the power of the fuel (better burning),
many motorcyclists like the increase in power.

Saving Thousands on Water Softening
We have hard water in our area. When I got my first home, I
put the Monopolar softening system on the plumbing. As I took
the salt softener in a wheel barrel to the trash, I realized my
neighbors have been spending a lifetime hauling expensive salt
or chemicals to condition their hard water.
Then about 8 years ago, we moved into a home that needed a
dishwasher and a lot of fixtures replaced because of hard water
damage. We installed the EnviroMagnetics Hardwater Super
Softener and have never had another hard water problem.
Over the years living in homes with hard water, the Monopolar Technology has saved me
tens of thousands in traditional softener costs and plumbing/water appliance replacement
costs. All while not having to put any salt or chemicals into the ground water or
treatment plants - which is better for all of us.
In 2003, I received a letter from a fellow from Allentown Pennsylvania who had
purchased one of the very first Residential Monopolar Softener Systems I manufactured.
He was so pleased to be able to tell his new neighbor that he has not had hard water
since 1984; that the system has kept providing soft water since he bought it and was one
of the best investments he had ever made. It felt good to get that letter 19 years after
the sale.
Frankly, it's wonderful to be able to offer something that works naturally without any
energy or chemicals and saves a lot of money, reduces water pollution, and lasts forever.
That's a really a great and rather amazing technology and in a category by itself.

What I really like about the technology:
It goes on in minutes and then, you can forget it
It works silently, continuously saving you money forever.
See the product video [blinking] on the home page. It explains how the technology
works, why it is the most powerful and the savings it provides.

See the engineering tests on oil and and the fuel video of home owners who are saving
substantial money on heating their homes every year.
See what the best Whole-House Magnetic Hard Water Softener provides in natural soft
water benefits and yearly savings.
And last but not least, how farmers and growers are increasing their crop by 100-300%
while reducing water needs.
All the systems have been tested and used by people, businesses, governments and
laboratories worldwide. It is easy to see how each system literally pays for itself within a
month or two and then provides a lifetime of savings. EnviroMagnetics technology will
save you and your family some serious money every year on your heat and water costs
and make your pool or spa safe and crystal clear. It will also increase your garden's yield
and make your flowers into a pageant of beauty.
Thank you for your interest and welcome to the site. Please let us know if there is
anything we may help you with.
All the best,

Peter Kulish
Office@EnviroMagnetics.Net • (215) 862-6777

